SPECIFICATIONS  POB  ENGINE  HOUSE.
umn shall have a square iron flange on the lower end of i inch metal, and said flange must be firmly bolted to the steel I beams.
146.    Steps   or  treads   shall   be   cast  without risers, but shall have thimble height of step, cast on each step, with tread nosing continued around.
147.    These thimbles shall have freedom figured on drawing, and the vacant space shall be well and thoroughly calked with sulphur.
148.    Steps shall be cast of fy inch metal, diamond  pattern   tread.    Each   step-thimble;   bracket and  flange   shall  be  cast in one piece, each   step being bolted to the  next at connections.    The first risers shall be  housed into the wood floor, if necessary.
149.    Stair rail shall be  made of  2  inch  gas pipe, bent to proper   sweep and  curve, terminating top and bottom  at newels.    Newels shall  be cast iron $/% inch metal.    All shall be executed according to drawings, each and   every portion put up, bolted and secured in the strongest and most workmanlike manner, and to the satisfaction of the water commissioner.
150.     The third or balcony gallery shall be con- Balcony obstructed of wrought iron brackets, made of  J4 inch   cry*
by 2 inch metal, and fastened to the brick work with expansion bolts. It shall be provided with an oak tread board. This tread board shall be furnished by the carpenter and put in place by the gallery contractor.
151.    This balcony   shall extend across north end of building, as shown on section plan No. 4.
152.    Two wrought iron ladders with j£  inch by 2  inch  sides and J^   inch  round rungs,  passing through side pieces and riveted, shall  be  furnished, put in place and   properly secured.    One  ladder to start on the first  or  lower gallery  and   extend up and through the  balcony gallery  as per  drawings. One ladder shall be   located  on  the exterior of   the building  and   commence   about   10 feet  from   the ground and extend upwards to and be anchored into the fire-wall coping,   as shown  on elevation  sheet No. i.    The details for these iron  ladders will be found on sheet No. 17.
153.     There shall be cast and set in place cast iron door sills for the doors in the north and south ends and the two large doors in each side.
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